
Chapter 27: Thanos

Memories really are beautiful if you think about it. a1

The vision of someone else in your eyes. Their face lingering in your

thoughts. Laughing, crying, smiling. The good and the bad. They

always stay with you even when everyone else leaves.

And now I'm leaving. Leaving Wanda with nothing but the memories

of our time together.

Inhaling water again and again, the searing pain in my chest slowly

begins to fade leaving silence to fill the gap.

Shivers travel down my spine leaving goosebumps in their wake.

Death was here.

Or so I thought.

A flash of rainbow light turns the alien forcing me down to ash,

freeing me from death for the time being.

Splashing rather chaotically I gasp managing to sit up clutching at my

chest. Panting and gulping for air I squint trying to find the source of

my freedom.

"No." I sco  not believing what I was seeing. Gripping my chest I

slowly rise to my feet grimacing slightly at the claw marks carved into

my rib cage.

Three figures stand in the middle of the battle ground, one oh so

familiar.

"Thor." I chuckle to myself glancing fondly at the man who glares

stoically towards Proxima and Cull. Beside him stand two rather

funny looking creatures A tree with eyes and a rat with a gun. Wait my

bad, a raccoon. a1

Electricity jumps from chest plate to chest plate as Thor clenches his

jaw holding his brand new weapon, a rather large looking axe that

buzzes with electricity.

"You guys are so screwed now!" Bruce laughs jeering towards the

alien army who all seem to have paused in their attempts to

slaughter us.

Thors blue glow pulses faster as he marches towards the leaders of

the army, Proxima and Cull.

"Bring me Thanos." He demands moving into a run with the tree and

raccoon following close behind.

Taking a deep breath I tear my eyes away from the god at the

realisation that the alien creatures had begun to attack once again.

"You might need this."

Snapping my head around I close my eyes in relief to see my sister

holding out my sword.

"You look like hell."

Raising her eyebrow she merely ignores my comment although she

gestures towards my figure as if to say look at yourself.

"So, I'm hoping your girlfriends going to destroy that stone anytime

now." Nat pants holding her sta s rather tightly lunging forwards and

backwards as she defends herself against the space creatures.

"Fiancé but yes same." I reply distractedly trying to not die at the

hands of another alien.

"Excuse me? Your engaged since when?" Nat gasps dropping her

fighting pose to place her hands on her hips.

"Not the time Natty." I frown spinning in a circle to slice the head o

one of the alien dogs.

"Fiancé?" She sco s again more so to herself this time. Chuckling at

her confused face I plunge my sword through another alien groaning

at the blue blood splattering against my chest combining with my

own red droplets.

Dirt clings to my body desperately whilst the blood soaks through my

suit darkening the already black outfit. Although I was dripping wet

from my experience in the stream I was hot and sweating, the

coldness of the water rather refreshing still dripping from my hair.

The aliens continue to swarm the savannah snarling and growling as

they rip into any flesh they can find not caring for the mess they leave

behind.

Defending myself from attack a er attack I find myself standing

amongst a circle of aliens with Bucky and the raccoon by my side.

"Heya pretty." The raccoon smirks blasting the surrounding aliens

with his gun all whilst flirting with me.

Sending Bucky a look of confusion I simply chuckle at the raccoons

attempts to flirt.

Another swarm of aliens begin ascending the hill bearing their teeth

whilst running at the raccoon who simply laughs.

Bucky on the other hand clenches his jaw before moving past me to

grip the back of the raccoons neck spinning him around in a circle as

both soldier and rodent shoot the aliens dead leaving me to pick o

any remains.

Wiping my forehead with the back of my palm I pant removing my

blade from the underside of an alien. Raising what looks like an

eyebrow the raccoon smirks at me once again.

"How much for the sword?" He asks. Frowning I shake my head. "Not

for sale."

"Alright then how much for your number?" He tries again.

"I don't know why don't you ask my fiancé." I grin before giving Bucky

a quick smile and running o  towards my sister and Okoye.

The squelching of blood and flesh beneath my feet causes a shiver to

run down my spine as I approach the two woman.

A deep rumble underneath the ground causes me to freeze catching

my sisters eye almost a hundred metres away.

My eyes follow the rumbling, my breath hitching at the sight before

me.

Wheels protrude from the ground no further than two hundred

meters away cased in blades that tear up the earth, squashing man

and alien alike underneath their huge spikes.

"Shit."

The wheels move fast. Faster than I can run anyway. Fear strikes me

frozen only turning back to glance at my sister who stands helplessly

about to watch her little sister be crushed.

The hairs on the back of my neck stick up as the wheels begin to get

too close for comfort.

Unable to do anything but duck I drop to my knees tucking my head

under my arms and preparing for the worst.

Only the worst doesn't arrive.

Opening one eye a breath of relief falls from my mouth at the sight I

know all too well.

Red tendrils of magic wrap themselves around the wheels li ing

them up only to slam them back into the ground once again crushing

aliens as the wheels are rendered useless.

"Wanda." I grin standing up to acknowledge my fiancé.

Wanda's red eyes flicker back to their forest green as she turns to

smile at me.

My sister catches me before Wanda does, enveloping me in her arms

with a sigh.

"Your such an idiot. You almost died." She whispers shaking her head

as she releases me enough to hold my head in her hands scanning me

for any serious injuries.

Shrugging innocently I watch as Nat's eyes fall on my chest. "I'll be

fine stop stressing." I whisper trying to calm my sisters frantic mind.

Okoye finally joins the three of us glancing at Wanda with a frown.

"Why was she up there all this time?" a1

Chuckling I turn to look up at Wanda who scrunches her nose at me

before glancing around the battlefield rather sorrowfully.

"Somebody get to Vision!!" Steve demands rather panicked into the

comms distracting me from gazing at my fiancés face.

"On my way." Wanda replies before grunting in pain.

Turning back to face the witch panic sets in as she isn't in the same

place as she was a second ago. Glancing around I allow my smile to

fade at seeing none other than the blue faced alien, Proxima standing

rather victoriously over Wanda who lays in a ditch the wheels had

made in the earth groaning and holding her head where she had

obviously been

hit.

"Motherfucker." I whisper to myself jumping behind the blue bitch in

the dirt.

Wanda's feeble attempts to crawl away are halted as Proxima flips the

witch onto her back laughing at her grunts of pain.

"He'll die alone. As will you." Proxima snarls standing over Wanda

poising her blade ready to strike.

"She's not alone." I chime in crossing my arms over my chest ignoring

the slight twinge of pain. Proxima slowly turns around to glare

daggers into me.

Flicking my eyes over the blue aliens shoulder I smirk at seeing my

sister holding her sta s loosely in her palms.

"Come at me bitch." I grin running at the alien.

Proxima releases a battle cry before spinning back to face me.

Pushing o  the side of the ditch her blade clashes with mine sending

a loud clang throughout the already horrendously loud battle field.

Grunts leave my mouth every time her blade hits my own, her

strength far more extraordinary than any average human.

Ducking and weaving every attempt to slit my throat I begin moving

backwards. The rocky terrain makes it hard to fight in, my foot

catching on a pebble causing a slip up in my steps allowing Proximas

blade to prick my cheek drawing small droplets of blood.

A flash of blonde attracts the blue horned aliens attention. Sta

connects with blade as Nat joins the fight standing by my side as

Proxima lunges at the both of us.

A deep rumble causes the three of us to duck as a large bladed wheel

rolls over the top of the ditch narrowly missing my head.

Using our distraction to her advantage Proxima grips my hair bringing

her knee to my face smashing her knee cap into my nose before

throwing me backwards into the rocky ground below.

Nat lunges at the alien with a yell only to be shoved against the walls

of the ditch, her sta s thrown from her hands rendering her useless.

Walking towards my struggling body Proxima releases a retractable

blade from her right hand gripping my shoulder tightly before

attempting to plunge it into my neck.

A sword.

That's the only thing standing between the blade and my neck,

Proxima's strength gradually overpowering my own as the blade gets

closer to my throat by the second.

Proxima's eyes widen in a panicked frenzy as a burst of red wraps

itself around her torso li ing her o  me and throwing her flailing

body against a bladed wheel, the blue horned alien reduced to

bloody lumps of flesh.

"That was really gross."

Gritting my teeth I push up from the floor stabilising myself before

moving towards Wanda who frowns at the small wound casing my

cheek as well as the blood trickling out my nose.

"We need to get to Vision." I utter leaning down to help my fiancé o

the ground.

Wrapping her hand around my forearm Wanda pulls herself to her

feet only to then gently move her hands to my face, her fingers

tracing the cut carved into my cheek.

Gripping her wrist I pull it away from my face with a smile kissing her

palm before turning to my sister.

"Stay safe Natty." I wink before turning back to wrap my arms around

Wanda's neck, her powers taking us both up and over the battlefield

towards a wounded Vision.

Vision was injured to say the least. A large stab wound in the middle

of his torso preventing him from phasing, leaving him laying

helplessly against a log.

"He's here." The android whispers eyeing the forest, before his eyes

land on the pair of us rushing towards him.

A deep crease line forms on Wanda's forehead at Visions panicked

stricken state.

Leaving Wanda's side for the moment I make my way over to Steve

who stands still watching the wind pick up.

"Stevie. I'm scared." I whisper looking up at the man who takes a

deep breath glancing down at my tensed figure.

"So am I. But we can and will win this. We're the Avengers. Since

when do we lose?" He grins using his finger to gently wipe away a

stream of blood trailing out my nose before speaking into the comms.a3

"Everyone on my position. We have incoming."

Clenching my fists I frown at the sound of the howling winds, my eyes

flickering to the people who entered the opening due to Steve's call.

As if on cue a crackle of blue smoke attracts everyone's attention.

Slowly the smoke forms a large circle, a portal if you will.

Stepping out a purple titan smirks at our fearful faces, his golden

gauntlet reflecting the light almost giving it a certain glow.

Fear was never something I had felt that o en, but in this moment it

takes over my body. Butterflies float around in my gut, not the good

kind and I have some sort of feeling this wouldn't be easy.

"Cap. That's him." Bruce reveals. A sharp intake of breath releases

from my nose at the thought we all were wondering finally being

confirmed.

"Eyes up. Stay sharp." Steve orders activating the shields covering his

forearms.

Bruce was the first to move, being slightly larger than the titan due

the Hulkbuster gave everyone a little bit of hope.

Hope that was quickly struck dead as Thanos barely flinched simply

flicking his wrist and phasing Bruce through the purple aliens body

and into a stone wall keeping him trapped, unable to move.

Steve was next, a simple purple wave throwing the super soldier hard

against the dirt leaving him gasping for air.

Seeing the two strongest members of the team be so easily defeated

causes the panic to set in as the purple giant strides closer and closer

to me.

T'challas attack is useless, the black panther suit pulsing with purple

as the king leaps into the air attempting to land a punch on the aliens

body only to be stopped halfway as Thanos wraps his le  hand

around T'challa's neck forming his right into a fist and smashing the

king into the dirt.

Stumbling backwards my breath becomes heavier the closer the alien

gets to me, his eyes staring dangerously into my soul before Sam

gains his attention, his battle cries mixed with the sound of his guns

blasting.

A blue flash of light wraps itself around Sams wings sending him

tumbling into the dirt before the alien who merely steps over the

groaning man.

Metres away from Wanda I dare a glance over my shoulder to see her

tear stained face as her palm faces Visions head, her familiar tendrils

of red forming in her hand before being sent forwards. Forwards into

Visions head.

Slight whimpers leave Wanda's mouth as she continues to destroy

the stone carved into Visions head, the mere sight bringing tears to

my own eyes.

Begrudgingly I turn away focusing back on Thanos in time to see my

sister running at the alien her familiar determination no where to be

found instead a mix of fear and bravery coating her face.

Mid way the ground around her begins to move tripping the spy and

sending her crashing to the floor. Spikes of rock and wood surround

her leaving her trapped beneath the earth itself.

"Natty." I shake my head furiously watching in terror as the alien

seems to barely break a sweat.

Closer and closer.

Thanos didn't stop moving, his booted feet nearing Wanda and Vision

leaving only me in his path.

Turning my head to glance at Wanda I smile slightly to find her

already staring at me silently pleading me  to run only to receive a

shake of my head.

"I love you." I mouth to the witch before turning back to the purple

titan.

People say Natasha and I look alike but I don't usually see it. Not until

now. My face full of determination as I run at the giant dodging his

blasts of purple.

Nearing his fists I drop to my knees as he reaches for my head

ducking away from his grasp.

Unsheathing my sword I let out a cry as I plunge it deep into Thanos's

ankle satisfaction seeping through me at his pained cry.

His pained cry turns into one of anger, his hand reaching out to grasp

my hair tilting my head back until it was looking up at the alien with

pure hatred. His purple thumb moves to my nose gently mirroring

Steve's action from earlier as he wipes the dripping blood ever so

carefully from under my nose.

"You fight well little one. Too bad death is the only thing coming your

way." He sneers earning a shout of pain to fall from my lips as his grip

on my hair tightens.

A blast of yellow light loosens his grip on my hair allowing me to free

myself scrambling away on all fours towards the safety of the trees.

Catching my breath I squint trying to find the source of the blast only

to gasp as Thanos stands at Wanda's side holding her head gently in

his thick hands.

"Don't touch her." I manage to shout out, my knees begging for me to

continue to stay down only for me to ignore them rising to my feet

leaning against a tree for stabilisation.

Thanos spares me a mere glance before flicking his wrist, the yellow

flash of light re appearing before Visions life filled body kneels at

Thanos feet.

"No!" Wanda's agonised cry causes my heart to ache as Thanos grips

Visions neck carelessly. Using his pointer and thumb the purple giant

plucks the infinity stone from Visions forehead ignoring Visions hands

clasping at his gauntlet before dropping lifelessly to his side. Dead.

All colour fades from Visions body as Thanos tosses him to the side

triumphant as he holds the Mind stone in his fingers. Li ing his

gauntlet covered hand he grins victoriously before placing the stone

in the last slot, the pure power surging through his veins causing

Thanos to cry out in pain for a moment before the power settles in his

wrist leaving the alien smirking.

A bolt of lightning causes both Wanda and myself to flinch as Thor

hovers in the sky, eyes a pure blue as he ditches his axe towards

Thanos landing it square in the purple titans chest.

My knees collapse from under me leaving me sitting in the dirt

watching helplessly as Thor charges at Thanos holding the dull side

of his axe as the rest is buried deep in Thanos's chest.

Wanda's so  whimpers turn my attention from the two. Using the last

of my strength I crawl towards the witch who lays by Visions side

holding his corpse in her arms.

Her jaw trembles as she turns to glance at me allowing Visions body

to gently fall to the floor before crashing into my arms, sobs racking

her whole body.

Silently stroking her hair I glance over to Thanos and Thor only to see

Thors eyes widen in terror and Thanos cold blooded smirk.

"You should have gone for the head."

a6

heyyy guys i hope u enjoy this chapter. i currently have my exams so

i'm sorry that i haven't updated but i won't forget about this book so

don't stress.

anyway comment your thoughts on this chapter. a4

it was a bit rushed so i apologise :/

anyway love you guys <33 a1

Continue reading next part 
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